
Introduction
Welcome to our latest Business Leaders Zoom Call.
Welcome back to our now monthly Business Leaders Zoom Call and so great to
see so many people still attending and participating in the call.

Vacancies rise above 1 million for the first time since records began
In the three months to August 2021. job vacancies rose above 1 million for the
first time since records began, to 1,034,000. Vacancies grew on the quarter by
269,300 (35.2%), with increases in all sectors.

Growth average total pay (including bonuses) was 8.3% and regular (excluding
bonuses) was 6.8% among employees for the three months May to July 2021.

Candidate Shortages continue to plague businesses, who are all recruiting from
the same pool of talent and struggling to fill gaps. While record high permanent
placements and higher starting salaries mean it remains a job seekers market,
recruiters and employers have seen the most severe decline of candidate
availability in recorded history.

A number of factors mean that the UK labour market will remain tight for several
years to come. Business leaders should be looking at how they will build their
future workforce, in partnership with recruiters, including the skills career path
development. But attracting and retaining staff also requires a serious
assessment of why workers want to work for a firm - from management
approaches to facilities and pay.
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A detailed checklist of issues you need to consider before deciding on and implementing a policy
Precedent agile / hybrid working policy which you can adapt for your organisation
Precedent contractual clauses covering: changes to working arrangements, data protection, insurance, expenses, health and
safety and more 
Letter to staff introducing the hybrid working policy and explaining how to apply
FAQs on agile/hybrid working and flexible working which explains some of the trickier issues such as where is the employees place
of work

Flexible working flowchart which explains what to do and the timescales that apply
Flexible working policy which you can adopt for your organisation
Guidance on flexible working and a suite of 13 letters to help you respond to requests
FAQs on flexible working and agile/hybrid working

From Monday 16 August, employees who have been double vaccinated (or are aged 18 and under) are now able to continue to go
into their workplaces even if they have been in close contact with someone who has tested positive for COVID-19.

presenting a number of difficult issues employers need to consider, including whether employers can ask and record information
about the vaccination status of their staff and the complicated GDPR issues that arise if they do:
https://imbusiness.passle.net/post/102h4et/faqs-self-isolation-covid-19-vaccinations-and-gdpr

Recent research indicates that there’s been a significant increase in the number of women bringing employment claims linked to the
menopause. This blog looks at some of the first instance decisions published this year – all of which failed, for a variety of different
reasons:
 https://imbusiness.passle.net/post/102h5zj/significant-increase-in-the-number-of-women-bringing-claims-linked-to-the-menopau
 
The restrictions imposed during the COVID-19 pandemic changed the way many office-based staff work. Some workers are keen to
get back to working in their office. But many don't want to be tied to their workplace, five days a week, when they've demonstrated
that can work perfectly adequately away from it. Organisations are having a major rethink about how they want their workplaces to
function in the long term. Many are considering introducing agile and hybrid working patterns to give staff the option of combining
working from home with going into the office. Many organisations haven’t required staff to return to work en masse, particularly as the
infection rates continue to increase. 

We know from speaking with our clients that most organisations are looking at this to some extent, and that it's both a practical and
strategic move. Benefits to hybrid or flexible working can include better productivity, retention, attraction, engagement and more
effective implementation of employee wellbeing initiatives.
It’s not right for everyone or all organisations. An important next step is to have a policy which sets out your position for how requests
can be made, and the expectations of those working in this way. It’s also important to think about the longer-term practical
implications and take steps to manage these.

We've designed a practical toolkit to help organisations plan for and embed agile or hybrid working for all or some of their staff. It
contains:

Bear in mind that anyone who asks to work in an agile or hybrid way may, technically, also be making an application for flexible
working under the statutory scheme set out in the Employment Rights Act 1996. To help explain how flexible working interacts with
hybrid or agile models of working, we've produced another toolkit which contains:

These toolkits are free of charge to our IMHR plus clients or can be purchased – please let Helen Dyke know if you would like further
information:
https://imbusiness.passle.net/post/102h205/are-you-thinking-about-adopting-an-agile-or-hybrid-working-pattern-weve-created

We’ve published a podcast on hybrid working which provides more information and discussion on the pros and cons:
https://www.irwinmitchell.com/news-and-insights/podcast?
utm_source=Irwin%20Mitchell%20LLP&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=12575877_BLS-Podcast-FlexibleWorkingToolkit-
100821&dm_i=10X2,7HJLX,G95FOF,UFY7S,1#ep30

https://imbusiness.passle.net/post/102h4et/faqs-self-isolation-covid-19-vaccinations-and-gdpr
https://imbusiness.passle.net/post/102h5zj/significant-increase-in-the-number-of-women-bringing-claims-linked-to-the-menopau
https://imbusiness.passle.net/post/102h205/are-you-thinking-about-adopting-an-agile-or-hybrid-working-pattern-weve-created
https://www.irwinmitchell.com/news-and-insights/podcast?utm_source=Irwin%20Mitchell%20LLP&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=12575877_BLS-Podcast-FlexibleWorkingToolkit-100821&dm_i=10X2,7HJLX,G95FOF,UFY7S,1#ep30


Good care should be taken during the recruitment process to avoid making mistakes.
Careful you don’t end up with a really short short list and take someone on who is not very good – has been
through a redundancy process themselves and made redundant as they were the worst preforming in their
team
Probably more risk out there now than ever before when it comes to the hiring process…..we take soft
references as the best way to assess this – you’re only degrees of separation or 6 handshakes away from anyone
on the planet so in the UK within your region / sector / niche it’s less!
When recruiting to a niche technical role, extended commute zones for talent from other areas of the country –
filled a role candidate Manchester based, office in Warwick once a week, has the flexibility, he’s got a good role
and company has got the best talent without being restricted.
SME business we work with still want people to be embedded in the culture and values of the business, so with
hybrid you don’t want to push people away by having people working from home, yes we want to extend pool we
fish from but we don’t want to lose our team values and culture in the office.

Impacts of Flexible & Hybrid Working on Recruitment:

The current lack of candidates and shift towards flexible working has put pressure on employers to change
induction practices. Good candidates are however still most likely to want to spend time 'at work' with their new
employers, where they can build their network with new colleagues, learn faster and be visible. Cal Newton's book
Deep Work and Eddie Jones England Rugby Coach talk a lot about this.

Meryl Levington - ACTIF
Further to my input on the call today here are the relevant links:

PrOPEL Hub – www.propelhub.org– there is a newsletter you can sign up to for updates. Nottingham and Sheffleld
Universities are the two closest to you who are involved – Sheffield has a focus on proactive conflict management
and Notts are doing some really interesting work on digitisation and UEA on wellbeing in the workplace and what
actually works rather than makes an employer feel they are ticking a box. 

CIPD has the Good Work Index and the People Profession Survey – the former was published at the end of July an
gives a snapshot of job quality in the UK across the seven core dimensions, highlighting the differences and
similarities among occupational groups – it is a large survey CIPD run with you.gov and the stats are used for policy
and lobbying as well as in all sorts of reports and the datasets are available if that sort of data is of use to you. UK
job quality continues to fall short but Covid yet to have an impact, latest Good Work Index finds| CIPD

The People Profession Survey 2021 will publish early October and that is a viewpoint from HR professionals – this is
a link to last years survey just as an example “Plenty of positives” in annual survey of people professionals | CIPD

Finally all of the CIPD factsheets and HR/OD resources are currently openly available – this was one of the things
they opened up during the pandemic. They are going to move eventually to a subscription/paid download model
where none members can get an overview on a topic and pay a small amount – a bit like The Times I believe – to
access the content they need 

http://www.propelhub.org/
https://www.cipd.co.uk/about/media/press/090621uk-job-quality-falls-short
https://www.cipd.co.uk/about/media/press/people-profession-survey-2020
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Our Business Leaders Calls will be back on 18th October, where we look
forward to continuing to bring you additional value and updates around
employment, HR and related business issues.

In the meantime, please get in touch if you need us beforehand or you would
like to recruit top talent for your business.
 

 
HOW ELSE CAN WE HELP YOU?

IF YOU HAVE A ROLE YOU WOULD LIKE US TO HELP YOU TO RECRUIT
FOR, PLEASE GET IN TOUCH WITH YOUR REGULAR CONSULTANT, ME, OR
IF YOU'RE NEW TO US VIA THE DETAILS BELOW:

EMAIL:CUSTOMERS@EUROPROJECTS.CO.UK
TEL: 01530 833825

STEPHEN BROWN
MD

EURO PROJECTS 
RECRUITMENT

t: 01530 833825 - e: customers@europrojects.co.uk - www.europrojects.co.uk

JOIN US AGAIN...

As we are seeing such a surge in demand for recruitment, increased
counter offers and fewer quality candidates, the risk of recruiting the
wrong person has probably never been greater. Good recruitment
practice starts with your plan for the job, your job profile and required
objectives and how you approach recruiting with both rigour and
velocity. Euro Projects Recruitment and our Executive Search business
is here to help you find, select, attract and retain the best people for
your business with a service built on consulting and true partnership.

 

http://www.europrojects.co.uk/

